
Portfolio Gallery
https://wpdemo.net/demos/plugins/portfolio-wp

The Portfolio Gallery is a great solution for building WordPress layouts, for example
portfolio showcase, video or photo gallery, product catalog, image slider, clients or
team members gallery.

GridKit Portfolio Gallery designed to to build simple portfolio galleries, but powerful
enough to be used for:

Showcasing portfolio projects
Building multipurpose gallery layouts
Grouping galleries into albums
Listing product catalog items
Building slider presentations
Showcasing sponsors or clients logos
Making team members presentation

GridKit Portfolio Gallery is a powerful all-in-one WordPress multipurpose plugin for
building almost any kind of layouts. All gallery layouts are 100% mobile friendly.
Choose one of supported layout schemes which the best meets your needs ( e.g. grids,
masonry, puzzle or slider ) to showcase your portfolio in literally few minutes. It
supports popup add-ons for portfolio content, gallery images, iFrame contents, videos
or maps. Grid Kit Portfolio Gallery includes 1000+ predefined animations, effects and
themes. Premium version also supports predefined templates library which helps you
pick one of supported templates to get started with few clicks. Portfolio project
captions, descriptions, links, hover buttons are supported. Project categorization, video
or photo gallery pagination and content lazy loading improves your website’s
performance. Social sharing is an embedded add-on which you can turn on from your
settings and let your visitors share your portfolio projects right from the gallery
presentation. This is not the all, you can turn your website to eCommerce and
showcase product catalogs on your website. Let customers place online product
enquiries or leave product reviews. Customizations are limited in Free version, but with
Premium version you’ll be able to customize almost everything from settings section.
And the most important one, no coding knowledge required!

And this are just top notch features implemented in Grid Kit Portfolio Gallery, there are
dozen of supported features you’ll definitely enjoy!
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